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1. INTRODUCTION 
With each graph G = (V, E) having n vertices, we associate a polytope 
P = P(G) in the n-dimensional Euclidean space. This polytope is defined 
as the convex hull of the incidence vectors of all stable (independent) 
sets of vertices of G. The problem is to find a finite set of inequalities 
C Gw,: 24 E V) < bi (i E J) U-1) 
such that (X U : u E V) is a solution of (1.1) if and only if it belongs 
to P. (Such a set (1.1) will be called a d&zing linear system of P.) For 
line-graphs G, this has been done by Edmonds [9]; in its complete 
generality, the problem appears to be much more difficult. Indeed, the 
problem of finding the stability number a(G) of G is an ordinary (non- 
integer) linear programming problem with constraint-set (1.1) and objective 
function C (x, : u E V). Suppose now that we had an efficient procedure 
to decide whether a given linear inequality belongs to (1.1) or not. 
Then the duality principle of linear programming would yield instantly 
a good characterization (in the sense of Edmonds [S]) of graphs with 
LX(G) < k. (This argument is taken from (38) of [lo].) It seems unlikely 
that there is such a good characterization; moreover, this sentiment is 
supported by results of Cook [5] and Karp [14] on reducibility among 
combinatorial problems. 
An inequality C (a,xu : u E V) < b will be called a facet of P if, and 
only if, every defining linear system of P includes, for some positive t, 
the inequality C (ta,x, : u E V) < tb. (It is well known that a linear 
inequality is a facet of P if and only if (i) it is satisfied by every point of 
P and (ii) there are n affinely independent points of P which satisfy it 
with the sign of equality.) As noted by Padberg [18], it is easy to identify 
two types of inequalities that always provide facets of P(G). The hrst 
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type arises from the nonnegativity of variables, the other from the fact 
that each (maximal) clique intersects a stable set in at most one point. 
In Section 3, we prove that P(G) has no other facets if and only if G is 
perfect. In fact, this statement is equivalent to the perfect graph theorem 
conjectured by Berge [2] and proved by Lovasz [Is]. A proof of the equiv- 
alence, based on the powerful theory of antiblocking polyhedra [l 11, has 
been discovered by Fulkerson and can be found in [Z]. For the sake of 
completeness, we present an alternative proof, based on results of Lovasz 
[15, 141. In Section 4, we determine a defining linear system of P(G) of 
G = G’ u G” where G’ n G” is complete and defining linear systems of 
P(G’), P(G”) are known. Other operations on graphs, such as substituting 
graphs for vertices of another graph or forming joins and lexicographic 
products, are studied in Section 5. It turns out that these operations have 
quite natural polyhedral counterparts. In Section 0, we give a simple 
answer to the question, when are two stable sets neighbours in P(G). 
(A specialization of our theorem answers a question posed by Balinski 
in 1971.) Series-parallel networks are studied in Section 7. In Section 8, 
we allude to a theorem that illuminates the difliculty of finding the facets 
of P(Gj. 
After this paper has been written, interesting results on P(G) were 
obtained by Nemhauser with Trotter [17] and Padberg [19]. I wish to 
thank the referee for most helpful advice, comments and criticisms. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We use the standard graph-theoretical terminology and notation as in 
[3] and [13]. A graph will always be a finite undirected loopless graph 
G = (V, E). A stable set in G is a set of vertices, no two of which are 
adjacent; a clique is a maximal complete subgraph. We denote by S(G) 
the set of all zero-one vectors (X U : u E V) such that the set (zk: X, = l] 
is stable; the polytope P(G) is defined as the convex hull ofS(G). We denote 
by G(G) the set of all the subsets W of V such that W induces a clique. 
In the next three sections, we shall make use of the following pri~ci~le 
(used by Edmonds in [9] and elsewhere). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let S be a$nite set of solutions x = (x, : u E V) aj 
C (aid,: u E V) < bi (i E J). 
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Then the set of all the solutions of (2.1) is the convex hull of S if and only 
if, for every integer-valued vector c = (c, : u E V), we have 
max{cx:xES}=min C(hibi:i~J):Xi>Oforalli~Jand 
I 
C 6k.h: i E .7) 3 c, for all 24 E V I . 
3. PERFECT GRAPHS 
A graph G = (V, E) is called perfect (or a-perfect) if, for every zero-one 
valued vector c = (c U : u E V), the maximum of (cx: x E S(G)} is equal to 
the minimum of 
I c (XIV: WE C(G)): hi E (0, l} and, for each u E V, 
~@w:uEWEC(G))>C,. I 
Berge [2] conjectured that a graph is perfect if and only if its complement 
is perfect; this has been proved by Lovasz [15]. In this section, we shall 
make use of two other theorems that are also due to Lovasz [16, 151. The 
first of these states that every nonperfect graph G contains and induced 
subgraph GA with a(G,J * w(G~) < I A I. The second one asserts that a 
perfect graph remains perfect after the duplication of an arbitrary vertex. 
(To duplicate a vertex u means to add a new vertex U’ and join it by edges 
to all the neighbors of U, but not to u itself. A multiplication of a vertex 
by a positive integer is defined accordingly. The notion of duplication is 
closely related to the notion of “pluperfection” introduced by 
Fulkerson [I 11.) 
THEOREM 3.1. For every G = (V, E), the following two conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) the inequalities 
-x,<o (u E v, 
~(x~:uE W) < 1 (WEC(G)) 
constitute a defining linear system of P(G), 
(ii) G is per&t. 
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Proof. By Proposition 2.1, (i) is equivalent to 
(iii) for every integer-valued vector c = (c, : u E V), the maximum 
of {cx: x E S(G)) is equal to the minimum of 
[C (hw: WE C(G);>): hvJ 3 0 for all ky5 C(G) and 
C (A,: u E WE C(G)>> 3 c, for all 2.1 E Y 
We shall prove the equivalence of (iii) and (ii). 
(iii) * (ii). If (ii) does not hold then, by the first of Lovasz’s theorems, 
there is a subset A of V with a(G,) . w(GJ < 1 A 1. Set C, = 1 if uEA 
and c, = 0 if u $ A. Then max{cx: x E S(G)) = CX(GJ. On the other hand, 
let A, (WE G(G)) be as in (iii). Then OJ(GJ C (A, : FE C(G)) >, 
~ell~n~~~.h,:~~C(G))=~(~(X,:ufWtC(G)):uiA);jA~. 
w : WE C(G)> > / A ~/w(G,) > ~(6~) and the max-min 
equality in (iii) does not hold. 
(ii) 3 (iii). Let G be perfect and let c = (c, : u E Y> be an integer- 
valued vector. Delete all the vertices u with c, < 0 form G and multiply 
every remaining u by c, . By the second of Eovasz’s theorems, the resulting 
graph G’ is perfect. The perfectness of G’ immediately implies the max- 
min equality in (iii) for G. 
4. SEPARATIONS 
In the following theorem, we set G, n G, = (VI CI V, , El f? Ez) and 
6, u G, = (V, u V, , El u E,). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G, = (VI , El) and 6, = (V, ) Ez) be graphs such 
that 6, il G, is complete. Let 
be a de$ning linear system of P(Gl>; let 
(4.2) 
be a defining linear system of P(G,). Then the union of (4.1) and (4.2) is a 
de$ning linear system of P(G, U G,). 
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Proof. Let c = (c, : u E V, u V,) be an integer-valued vector; set 
m=max{cx:xES(G1uGz)>. For k~{1,2) and each VEV~~V,, set 
m&(u) = max C (c,x,: 
I 
UEV~):(X~:UEY~)ES(G~,X,= 1 I 
and 
mK( m) = max C (c,x,: 
i 
u E Vk): (x,: u E V,> E S(G,) and 
x, = 0 for all u E V, n V, . 
I 
Note that the maximum of 
c b&x,: 2.4 E V,> + C ((mR( @a> - mM) x,: u E VI n v2> 
over S(G,) equals mk( ,@). Therefore, by Proposition 2.1, there are non- 
negative reals pi (i E Jk) with 
and 
C (pibi: i E Jk) = m,(B). 
Set m(o) = m,( ia) + m2( m) and, for each u E V, n V, , set m(u) = 
ml(v) + wk4 - c, . Then evidently m is the maximum of (m(m)) U 
{m(v): v E V, n V,}. In particular, m - m(m) > 0 and so the maximum of 
C ((m - m( ia)) x,: 21 e V, n V& 
over S(G1 n G,) equals m - m( IZ). By Proposition 2.1 again, there are 
nonnegative reals pFLi* (i E J1) with 
C (pi*ai,: i E J1) > i 
0 if 24 E V, - V, , 
m - m(a) if u E V, n V, 
and 
c (p+*bi: i E J1) = m - m(m). 
Finally, set 
A,= Pi+Pi* I ! 
for i E J1, 
I-% for i E J, . 
If u E V, - V, then 
c (&ai,: i E J1 u J2) = c (&aiu: i E J1) 
= c (,uiaiu: i E J1) + c (pi*ai,: i E J1) > c, . 
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If u E Vz - VI then 
c (Xiai,: i E J1 u Jz) = C (piai,: i E J,) > c, . 
Moreover, 
= c (p&: i E J1) + c (pci*bi: i E Jl) + C (peibi: i E f,) 
= m,(G) + (m - m(a)) + m,(LT;> = m. 
Now, the desired conclusion follows by Proposition 2. I. 
An edge e of a graph G is called critical if cy(G - e) = a(G) -/- 1. The 
graph itself is called wcritical if all of its edges are critical. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let G = (V, E) be a graph; let E” be the set of its 
critical edges. If G* = (V, E*) is connected then the inequality 
-&&lEV)<a(G) 
is afacet of P(G). 
ProoJ: Let G satisfy the hypothesis and let 
C Gw,: u E V) < bi (i E J) 
be a defining linear system of P(G). By Proposition 2.1, there are non- 
negative reals Xi (i E J) with 
c (hiat,: ic J) > I (u E v>, 
(4.3) 
1 (Aibi: i E J) = cc(G). 
Let .Y be an arbitrary vertex of G. By (4.3) with u = s: there is some 
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j E J with Xj > 0 and aj, > 0. Now, let VW be a critical edge of G. Then 
there are vectors (y, : u E V), (zU : u E V) E S(G) with 
c (yu: u E V) = c (zu: u E V) = a(G), (4.4) 
yu = z, = 1, yw = z, = 0, Yu = zu (u # 21, w). (4.5) 
We claim that 
c (aj, yu: u E V) = c (aj,z,: u E V) = bj . (4.6) 
Indeed, assume the contrary. Then we have, say, C (ajU yU : u E V) < &. 
and so 
a contradiction. Now, Eqs. (4.6) and (4.5) imply 
Since VW was an arbitrary critical edge of G and since G* is connected, 
we conclude that all tbe coefficients aju(u E V) have the same value t. In 
particular, we have t = a,, > 0. Finally, by Eq. (4.6) and (4.4), we have 
b, = c (a$, yu: u E V) = t C ( yu: u E V) = tol(G) 
and the proof is finished. 
COROLLARY 4.3 (Berge [3, Corollary 2, Chapter 13, Section 31). No 
complete subgraph of a connected a-critical graph is a cutset. 
ProoJ Assume the contrary. Then there are graphs G1 = (V, , E1) 
andG,=(V,,E,)suchthatV1-VVz#m,Vz-V1+@,G1nGzis 
complete and G1 u G, is connected a-critical. l3y Theorem 4.1, the 
inequality C (xU : u E V, u V,) < a(G1 u G2) is not a facet of P(G, u G,), 
contradicting Theorem 4.2. 
5. SUBSTITUTIONS 
Let G1, Gz be graphs without common vertices; let v be a vertex of G, . 
We define the graph obtained from G, by substituting G, for v as the 
(disjoint) union of G1 - v and G, together with additional edges that 
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join each vertex of Gz to each neighbor of U. In particular, duplicating u 
is the same as substituting if, (the graph with two vertices and no edges) 
for it. A join G, + Gz (as defined in [13]) is a graph obtained from the 
complete graph with two vertices ~1 , v2 by substituting first G1 for v1 an 
then G, for ug . If the same graph G, is substituted for all the vertices 
of 6, then we obtain the lexicographic product [20] (or the ~o~~~s~~~#~ 
[ES]) of Gi and G, . All these operations correspond to quite natural 
operations on the polytopes P(G). 
Y~IEOREM 5.1. Let G, = (V, , Ed and 6, = (V2 , E2) be graphs wi 
V, r\ Y, = @ . For k 6 { 1,2), let 
-x, <o @ E v?J, 
c @4u&: u E V,) < bi (i E JjJ 
be a de&kg linear system of P(G,). Let v be a vertex of Gl and let G be the 
graph obtained from G, by substituting G, for u. For each i E J1, set 
+ % = max{q, ) 01. Then 
-x,<o (2.4 E v, u (Y, - iv>)), 
a& c (a,,x,: u E VJ + b, c (a,,x,: u E VI - {v)) < bibj (5.1) 
G E 4 3 j E 43) 
is a d&zing linear system of P(G). 
PTOO$ It is fairly easy to see that each x E S(G) is a solution of (5.1); 
we leave the details to the reader. 
Now, let us set W = VI - {v>. Let c = (c, : u E k/, u W) be an integer- 
valued vector; set 
m = max{cx: x ES(G)} 
and 
d, = max(c, , 0) (u E Y* w W). 
Then obviously 
m=nlax/Z(dUxw:uEV2u W):(x,:u~V~w W)E,Y(G)/. 
Furthermore, set 
m,, = max C (dUx,: 
I 
UE W):(Xu:%EV~ES(Ga),x,= 
m, = max C (dUx,: 
I 
UE W):(X,:~EV~)ES(G,>,~,= 
m2 = max C (dUx,: I 24 E v,>: (x,: % E V2) ES(G2)i 
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so that 
m = max{m, , m, + mz}. 
Finally, setting d, = m, - ml we have d,, > 0 and 
By Proposition 2.1, there are nonnegative reals pi (i E JJ and i~~j ( j E Js) 
with 
x(piai,: ~EJJ 2 d, OJ E VA 
C(pibi:iEJ1)=mo, 
c h% : .i E J,) B 4 (u E VA, 
c (pjbj: j E J2) = m2. 
Setting A$ = tq~~ for each i E J1 and j E J, , we have 
c (hGa&aiu: i E J1 , j E J,) 
and 
C (hGbiai, : i E J1 , j E J2) 
=~(p~bj:j~J2)~(piaiu:i~J1) >m,d, (UE W) 
.and 
C &bibi: i E J1 , j E J,> 
= c (pibi: i E J1) c (pibj: j E J,) = mom2. 
Now, we shall distinguish three cases. 
Case 1. m, > ml + m2 and m2 2 1. Here we have m = m, and 
<d, 2 m2 > 0. Setting A, = AZ/m, we obtain 
C (h,,a~,aju : i E J1 , j E J2) > d, > c, (u E VJ, 
C(h,b,aiu:iEJ1,jEJ,) >d, >c, 6 E w 
~(h,jb,b,:i~Jl,j~J,)=m,=m 
and the desired conclusion follows by Proposition 2.1. 
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Case 2. m, < m, + m, and m2 > 1. Trivially, we have 
max{(?rh -I- m2 - mo) x, : (x, : u E VI) E S(G,)) = ml + m2 - m, ~ 
Hence by Proposition 2.1, there are nonnegative reals pi* (i E J& wit 
~(~~~aiv:i~J1)~mmlim,-mo, 





m2 c (hijbjai,: i E J1 ) j E Jz) 
3 m,d, + C (pg*ai,: i E J1) 1 (pFLjbj:  E J2) 
3 w& CUE w> 
and 
&b,bj: i E J1 , j E J,) 
= mom2 + 1 (pi*bi: i E J1> C (pjbj: j E J2) 
= morn2 + (ml + m2 - mo) m2 = m&ml + m,). 
ence 
and the desired conclusion follows by Proposition 2.1 again. 
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Case 3. m2 = 0. In this case, we have d, = 0 for each u E Vz . 
Clearly, 
m = m, = max \c (dzcx,: u E W): (x,: u E VI) E S(G,)/. 
By Proposition 2.1, there are nonnegative reals ,& (i E JJ with 
C(Fiaiv: ~EJ& > 0, 
C (Fiai, : i E J1) 3 d, (u E w, 
C(jiibi: iEJ3 = m. 
Choose an arbitrary vertex w of G, . Then trivially 
max(x, : (x, : u E V,> E S(G,)} = 1, 
and, by Proposition 2.1, there are nonnegative reals ETij (j E J2) with 
C(i$b:j.J,) 3 1, 
~(Fjah:j~Jz) 30 (u E v2 - -cw>>, 
C(i&bj:jE J2) = 1. 
Setting hij = &!& for all i E J1 , j E J, we obtain 
C (h,aLaj, : iEJl,jEJz) bO>cc, (u E va, 
C (hijbjai, : iEJ,,jE Jz) >d, 3 c, (u E w, 
C(h,,b,b,:iEJ,,jEJ,)=m 
and the desired conclusion follows once more by Proposition 2.1. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let G1, Gz be graphs as in Theorem 5.1 and let 
Gl + G2 be their join. Then 
-x,60 (u E VI ” v,>, 
bj C Gw,: u~V3+b~C(a~~x~:u~V~)~b~b~ G E J1 , j E J2) 
is a dejining linear system of P(G1 + G,). 
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6. NEIGHBORS 
During his lecture at Universite de Montreal in December 1971, 
Professor Michel L. Balinski asked the following question. Let G be a 
graph, and let M1 , M, be matchings in 6. When are A&, , neighbors in 
the matching polyhedron (defined and determined by Edmonds [9])? In 
this section, we answer a more general question. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let T = (V, E) be a tree with a bicoloration V = 
Then there are nonnegative integers c, (u E V) and WI such that 









if x E R, 
0 if x E B. 
Proof. By induction on 1 V /. If / V j = 1 then c, = m = 0 works. 
Now, assume 1 V 1 > 2. Let w be a vertex of degree one in T and let L’ be 
its (unique) neighbor. By the induction hypothesis, there are nonnegative 
integers c,* (U E V - ( w }) an m* which work for T - iv. If is easy to d 
check that c, (u E V) and m, defined by c, = 2c,* (U # U, w), c, = 2c,* + I, 
c, = 1, an = 2m* + 1, work for T. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. Let y, z be vectors j?ovlz 
S(G); let Y, Z be the corresponding stable sets. Then y and z are neighbors 
in P(G) if and only if the subgraph H of G induced by (Y - Z) v (Z - Y) 
is connected. 
Proof. By definition, y and z are neighbors in P(G) if and only if 
there is an integer-valued vector c = (c U : u E V) such that y and z are the 
only two vectors which maximize ex over S(G). 
(i) “If” part. If H is connected then it has a spanning tree T, let 
c, (u E (Y - 2) u (2 - Y)) and m be as specified by Lemma 6.1. Let 
c,= lifuEYnZandc,= -lifu$YuZ.Then 
for all x E S(G) with equality if and only if x = y or x = z. 
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(ii) “Only if” part. If His disconnected then it admits a bicoloration 
A u B which is distinct from (Y - 2) u (2 - Y). Assume that there is 










we have a, + b, = yu + z, for each u E V and so cu + cz = ca + cb. 
Consequently, max(ca, cb} >, cy = cz which is a contradiction as both 
a and b belong to S(G). The proof is finished. 
(An alternative proof of Theorem 6.2 has been suggested by the referee.) 
The natural correspondence between sets of edges in a graph G = (V, E) 
and sets of vertices in its line-graph L(G) has some nice properties. Firstly, 
matchings in G correspond to stable sets in L(G) and vice versa. Secondly, 
the subgraph of L(G) induced by X is connected if and only if the subgraph 
of G defined by X (that is, obtained from (V, X) by deleting all isolated 
vertices) is connected. Hence Theorem 6.2 yields instantly the answer 
to Balinski’s question. 
COROLLARY 6.3. Matchings Ml, Al, in a graph G are neighbors in 
the matching polyhedron if and only if their symmetric d@erence 
(~4~ - AI,> u (AI, - illI) defines a connected graph. 
7. SERIES-PARALLEL NETWORKS 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph. We denote by Z(G) the set of all the subsets 
of V that induce an odd circuit in G. With each graph G = (V, E), we 
associate the set of inequalities 
O<X,<l (UEV), 
& + &.I < 1 tow E m, (7.1) 
C (x,: u E C) < Q(l C j - 1) (C E Z(G)). 
A homeomorph of K4 is a graph obtained from K4 when its edges are 
subdivided into paths by inserting new vertices of degree two. Graphs 
which contain no homeomorph of K4 are sometimes called series-parallel 
networks [7]. Dirac [6, Satz 51 has proved that every series-parallel network 
includes at least two vertices of degree at most two. 
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THEOREM 7.1. Let G = (V, E) be a series-parallel network. Then both 
the problem of maximizing C (xU : 2.4 E V) subject to (7.1) and its Itnear 
programming dual have zero-one optimal solutions. 
Proof. We have to find a stable set S in G and a s~a~~~ng subgraph B; 
of G such that 
(i) The components of F are isolated vertices, isolated edges and 
odd circuits, 
(ii) if F includes a isolated vertices, b isolated edges and c/, circuits 
oflength2k+Ithena+b+Ckc,= /S/. 
We shall proceed by induction on IE. Find a vertex ti of smallest degree 
y Dirac’s theorem, we have one of the following four cases: 
case 1. d(u) = 0. 
Case 2. d(u) = 1. 
Case 3. d(u) = 2 and the two neighbors of u are adjacent. 
Case 4. d(u) = 2 and the two neighbors of u are not adjacent. 
In Case j with 1 < j < 3, u is contained in a Kj and the induction step 
is easy. Delete those j vertices from G and hnd a solution (S’, F’) in the 
resulting graph G’. Then augments’ by u and augment F’ by the deleted & 1 
Case 4 is a little trickier. Delete u and identify its neighbors U, w. The 
resulting graph G’ is again a series-parallel network. Find the sol~t~~~ 
(S’, F’) in G’. The stable set s’ in G’ induces a stable set S in G with 
/SJ=/s’l+l. (If v=WES’then we gain one by splittingv=w 
into v and w. If v = w #A” then we gain one by setting S = s’ u (uj.) 
Similarly, F’ induces a required spanning subgraph F of G with 
a + b + C kck = a’ + b’ + C kck’ + 1. Indeed, let M be the component 
of F’ that contains v = w. If K is not a cycle then F’ yields a spanning 
subgraph F* (isomorphic to f;‘) of either G - (u, v) or G - (u, w)~ In that 
case, we augment F* by either {u, u] or {u, w}. The same procedure applies 
when K is a cycle that corresponds to a cycle in G - U. The only remaining 
case is one when splitting v = w into v and w breaks the cycle K into a 
path (with endpoints v, w and an odd number of edges). In that case, we 
can complete the path into an odd cycle by adding edges (v, u>, {u, w>. 
Leaving the rest of F’ intact, we obtain the desired I;: 
Evidently, our proof technique can be converted into an efficient. 
algorithm that finds the required S and F by first performing a sequence 
of reductions and then backtracing. 
COROLLARY 7.2. Let G be a connected a-critical graph which is neither 
Kl nor K, nor an odd cycb. Then G contains a horn~o~~or~h of K4 S 
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In this context, a rather deep result of Andrasfai [l] should be men- 
tioned. An odd homeomorph of K4 is a homeomorph of K4 such that each 
of its (six) paths arising from the original edges includes an odd number 
of edges. Andrasfai proved that the only connected a-critical graphs G 
with 2o~(G) + 2 vertices are the odd homeomorphs of K4. Perhaps 
Corollary 7.2 can be strengthened replacing the words “homeomorph 
of Kg” by “odd homeomorph of K4 .” 
Another possible variation on Theorem 7.1 goes as follows. 
CONJECTURE 7.3. If G is a series-parallel network then (7.1) is a 
dejining linear system of P(G). 
If the words “series-parallel network” are replaced by “graph containing 
no odd homeomorph of K4” then Conjecture 7.3 becomes false. Indeed, 
if G is as in Fig. 1 then 
2x, + c (xj: 2 <j < 7) < 3 
is one of the facets of P(G). 
FIGURE 1. 
8. THE NOTION OF RANK 
Let P be a polytope in the n-dimensional Euclidean space. As in [4], 
the convex hull of integer points inside P will be called the Edmonds 
polytope E(P) of P. (In combinatorial theory, one often deals with 
Edmonds polytopes which are the convex hulls of specially structured 
sets H and which one would thus hope to determine as the solution sets 
of specially structured linear systems-thereby treating loco problems 
[lo] by ruin-max relations. The polytopes P(G) studied here supply one 
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example; another one is a matroid polyhedron [IO]*) Let the set P of 
facets of P be 
c (aijxj: 1 < j < n) < a)i (i E b). 
We shall say that an ineqnality 
C(ajxj: 1 <j<n) <b 
belongs to the elementary closure e’(F) of F if there are nonnegative reals 
Xi (i E S) with 
C (A,aij: i E J) = aj = integer 41 <j<vl>, 
x(hibi: iEJ) I = b. 
(LX] denotes the integer part of x). For any positive integer &, we define 
e”(F) recursively by eL(F) = el(F u e”“(F)). Besides, we set eO(F) = F. 
For every polytope P whose set of facets is F, there is always an integer 
Y such that all the facets of E(P) come from e’(F). (This can be deduced, 
with a certain amount of work, from the finiteness of Comory’s integer 
linear programming algorithm [12]. A proof independent of cutting-plane 
algorithms is given in [4].) For the present purpose, the smallest such I 
will be called the rank of P. By Theorem 3.1, the rank of 
is zero if and only if G = (V, E) is perfect. Edmonds’ matching polyhedron 
theorem [9] implies that for each line-graph G, the rank of (X.1) is 
zero or one; consequently, there is a good characterization for optimum 
matchings. Similarly, if there was an integer m such that for each graph G, 
the rank of (8.1) did not exceed m then there would be, for cash positive 
integer k, a good characterization of graphs G with LX(G) < k. (We shall 
omit the justification of this statement.) However, it has been proved in 
[4] that for every m, there is a graph G such that the rank of (8.1) exceeds m. 
This fact can be interpreted as another indication of how difhcuh it is 
to describe defining linear systems of P(G). 
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